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HP Page Plan 
 
Overview 
HP offers HP Page Plan for customers who are looking to gain greater control of their 
imaging and printing environments but are not yet ready for a full-scale managed print 
services engagement. HP Page Plan is designed for enterprise departments looking to 
better manage their environments by taking advantage of HP’s new plug-and-play 
solutions, including HP Access Secure Pull Printing with PIN Authentication and HP 
Access Control Job Accounting. These pre-bundled solutions are self-managed in the 
environment by the customer.  

HP Page Plan combines the plug-and-play solutions with a wide range of hardware, 
genuine HP supplies and expert technical support into a single print services contract.  

HP makes it easier for enterprises to engage 
With this offering, enterprise businesses can make transactional purchases under a 
scalable, flexible plan that helps reduce printing costs, improve office productivity and 
reduce page and supplies usage. Companies interested in optimizing their imaging and 
printing environments of one to 100 devices can engage in a simplified and 
straightforward one- to five-year contract with page usage billing.  

Enterprises interested in a managed print services offering can begin to experience an 
optimized imaging and printing environment with HP Page Plan. After the customer sees 
the results of Page Plan, HP invites them to experience the change and costs savings 
associated with an HP Managed Print Services engagement.  

Improve security and document workflow with HP  
HP will provide Page Plan customers with easy-to-install solutions to improve security 
measures associated with their networked devices and to help streamline document 
workflow in a smaller setting. With the HP Access Secure Pull Printing with PIN 
Authentication, employees can validate their identities and authorize users prior to their 
accessing devices. The offering includes functionality designed to prevent fraudulent use, 
protect data privacy, increase convenience printing and enhance fleet management.  

With HP Access Control Job Accounting, enterprises can develop detailed reports by 
tracking accurate print, scan, copy and email usage information by device, user, 
department or cost center. This solution effectively accounts for print jobs and aids in 
forecasting, internal billing and cost recovery so businesses can run more profitably. 

Maximize the utilization of existing investments as well as future devices  
HP Page Plan customers have the option of selecting from a number of HP’s reliable 
single and multifunction printers to support all work environments, from small teams to 
large departments.  



 
 

Availability 
Contact an HP sales representative for pricing information. Expected to be available in 
the United States in September 2009.  
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